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(Received 15 July 2002; published 3 December 2002)251803-2We present a measurement of the B0-B0 mixing parameter md using neutral B meson pairs in a
29:1 fb1 data sample collected at the 4S resonance with the Belle detector at the KEKB
asymmetric-energy ee collider. We exclusively reconstruct one neutral B meson in the semileptonic
B0 ! D‘
 decay mode and identify the flavor of the accompanying B meson from its decay
products. From the distribution of the time intervals between the two flavor-tagged B meson decay
points, we obtain md  0:494 0:012 0:015 ps1, where the first error is statistical and the
second error is systematic.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.89.251803 PACS numbers: 13.20.He, 11.30.Er, 12.15.Hh, 14.40.Ndcosmdtg, where the plus (minus) sign is taken when
L
mesons and to identify muons.B0-B0 mixing plays a unique role in the determination
of basic parameters in the standard model (SM) of ele-
mentary particles. It is characterized by the oscillation
frequency md, which is the difference between the two
mass eigenvalues of neutral B meson states. In the SM, the
mixing is due to second-order weak interactions known
as box diagrams [1] whose amplitudes involve Vtd, an
element of the quark mixing matrix governing transi-
tions between the top and down quarks [2]. The mixing
also induces large time-dependent CP violation in neutral
B meson decays, which has been observed recently [3,4].
For such CP violation measurements, precise md mea-
surements are important.
In this Letter, we report a md measurement with
31:3	 106 B0B0 pairs, collected with the Belle detector
at the KEKB asymmetric-energy ee (3.5 on 8 GeV)
collider [5] operating at the 4S resonance. The
time evolution is described as ejtj=B0=4B0f1the flavor of one B meson is opposite to (the same as)
the other, B0 is the lifetime of the neutral B meson and t
is the proper time difference between the two B meson
decays. At KEKB, the 4S is produced with a Lorentz
boost of   0:425 nearly along the electron beam
line (z). Since the B mesons are approximately at rest
in the 4S center-of-mass system (cms), t can
be determined from the displacement in z between
the two B decay vertices: t ’ zrec  ztag=c 
z=c.
The Belle detector [6] is a large-solid-angle spectrome-
ter that consists of a silicon vertex detector (SVD), a
central drift chamber, an array of aerogel threshold
Cˇ erenkov counters, time-of-flight scintillation counters,
and an electromagnetic calorimeter comprised of CsI(Tl)
crystals located inside a superconducting solenoid coil
that provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. An iron flux return
located outside of the coil is instrumented to detect K0251803-2
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, D ! D0,
and D0 ! K, K0 or K [7]. The
large branching fractions and distinctive final states of
the semileptonic decay allow for the efficient isolation of
a high-purity B0 sample. The event selection criteria are
almost the same as those for our previous CP violation
measurement [3]. Charged particles are selected from
tracks with associated SVD hits. Track momenta for
D0 ! K decays are required to be larger
than 0:2 GeV=c. Candidate 0 !  decays are pairs
of photons with energies greater than 0.08 GeV that
have an invariant mass within 0:011 GeV=c2 of m0
and a total momentum greater than 0:2 GeV=c. We re-
quire the invariant mass within 0:013 GeV=c2 of mD0 for
D0 ! K or K, and 0:037<MK0 
mD0 <0:023 GeV=c2 for D0 ! K0. The mass
difference between the D and D0 candidates, Mdiff ,
should be within 1 MeV=c2 of the nominal value. The
cms angle between the D candidate and a lepton (an
electron or a muon that has a cms momentum within
1:4<pcms‘ < 2:4 GeV=c) is required to be greater than
90. The energies and momenta of the B meson and the
D‘ system in the cms should satisfy M2
  EcmsB 
EcmsD‘2  j ~pcmsB j2  j ~pcmsD‘j2  2j ~pcmsB j j ~pcmsD‘j cosB;D‘,
where M
 is the neutrino mass, and B;D‘ is the angle
between ~pcmsB and ~pcmsD‘. We calculate cosB;D‘ setting
M
  0. Figure 1 shows the cosB;D‘ distribution. The
signal region is defined as j cosB;D‘j< 1:1.
We identify the flavor of the accompanying B meson
from the properties of the decay products [3]. Several
categories of well-measured tracks that have a charge
correlated with the b flavor are selected: high momentum
leptons from b! c‘
, lower momentum leptons from
c! s‘
, charged kaons and  baryons from b! c!
s, high momentum pions originating from decays of the
type B0 ! DX (where X  ; !; a1 , etc.), and
slow pions from D ! D0. Information extractedcosθB,D*l
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FIG. 1. The cosB;D‘ distribution for the D‘
 candi-
dates. The circles with errors show the data. The solid line is
the fit result. The total background and the D‘
 component
are shown by the dashed line and the hatched area, respec-
tively. The inset shows the same figure with a logarithmic scale
for the vertical axis.
251803-3from each track is combined for the b-flavor determina-
tion, taking into account correlations in case tracks in
more than one category are present. For each flavor deci-
sion, we assign a Monte Carlo–determined flavor-
tagging dilution factor r, which ranges from r  0 for
no flavor discrimination to r  1 for unambiguous flavor
assignment. It is used only to sort data into six intervals
of r, according to estimated flavor purity. More than
99.5% of the events are assigned a nonzero value of r.
We reconstruct the B0 ! D‘
 decay vertex using
the D0 trajectory, the lepton track and the interaction-
point profile (IP) convolved with the finite B flight length
in the plane perpendicular to the z axis (21 $m). The
reduced %2 of the vertex is required to be less than 15. The
method of reconstructing the tagging side B vertex is
described elsewhere [3].
We find 16 397 candidates after flavor tagging and
vertex reconstruction. The signal fraction is estimated
to be 80.4%. The backgrounds consist of fake D mesons
(7.8%), B! D‘
 events (7.4%), random combinations
of D mesons with leptons with no angular correlation
(2.6%, called ‘‘uncorrelated background’’), and contin-
uum events (1.8%). Here D consists of nonresonant D
components and charmed mesons heavier than D. The
background due to a combination of a fake lepton and a
true D from the same B meson is estimated with MC to
be negligible. We estimate the fake D background frac-
tion from the D0 mass sideband events and from fake D
events reconstructed with wrong-charge slow pions. The
uncorrelated background fraction is evaluated by count-
ing candidates where we invert the lepton momentum
vector artificially.We estimate the continuum background
fraction by scaling the off-resonance data (2:3 fb1) with
the integrated luminosity.We fit the cosB;D‘ distribution
in a range 10< cosB;D‘ < 1:1 to estimate the B!
D‘
 background fraction; the cosB;D‘ shapes for the
signal and B! D‘
 are modeled using MC, and all the
other background fractions and distributions are fixed
from the aforementioned special background samples.
The t resolution function for the signal, Rsigt, is
expressed as
Rsigt  g1Gt;$1; )1  1 g1Gt;$2; )2;
)12  S12

)2rec  )2tag
q
;
where Gx;$12; )12 is the main (tail) Gaussian com-
ponent with $12 and )12 as the mean and standard
deviation, respectively, g1 is the fraction of the main
component, S12 is a scale factor that corrects our im-
perfect error estimation, and )rectag is the t error cal-
culated from the vertex error for the reconstructed
(tagged) B meson determined for each event. We extract
the above parameters from the t distribution of the
candidate B0 ! D‘
 events without distinguishing
between different flavor assignments. The signal proba-
bility density function (PDF) is given by Fsigt 251803-3
TABLE I. Summary of mixing fit. Errors are statistical only.
For each wrong tag fraction, the r interval and the number of
candidate events are also shown.
Parameter Result
md 0:494 0:012 ps1
w1 (0< r  0:25, 6360 events) 0:467 0:010
w2 (0:25< r  0:5, 2364 events) 0:360 0:016
w3 (0:5< r  0:625, 1453 events) 0:254 0:020
w4 (0:625< r  0:75, 1702 events) 0:182 0:017
w5 (0:75< r  0:875, 1958 events) 0:103 0:014
w6 (0:875< r  1, 2560 events) 0:032 0:010
fB 0:70
0:12
0:13
f/ 0:28
0:10
0:09
0B 1:87
0:24
0:18 ps
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1t0; B0Rsigt t0dt0, where t; B0 
expjtj=B0=2B0. We define the likelihood value
for each event as Li  1 fbgFsigti  fbgFbgti,
where fbg is the overall background fraction of 0.196 and
Fbgti is the background PDF given by
P
k fkFkti.
Here Fk and fk are the PDF and the fraction, respectively,
for each of the four background components. We use the
signal PDF for the B! D‘
 component. For the other
background components, we use Fkt 
R1
11
f/k  t0; k   f/k/ t0 Gt t0; $k; )k dt0,
and )k  Sk

)2rec  )2tag
q
. Here /t0 is the Dirac’s delta
function that accounts for components with small or zero
lifetimes. The parameters in Fkt are obtained from the
upper Mdiff sideband (0:155<Mdiff < 0:165 GeV=c2) for
fake D, the lepton-momentum-inverted events for un-
correlated background, and off-resonance data for con-
tinuum background, respectively. We perform a
likelihood fit to determine Rsigt with B0  1:548 ps
[8] and with the background parameters fixed to the
obtained values. We find that the fraction of the main
component is large (g1  0:870:060:09) and the t error
estimation is correct (S1  0:990:090:10). The typical rms
resolution on t is 1.43 ps.
We determine md by an unbinned maximum-like-
lihood fit to the t distributions. We define the likelihood
value for each event as follows:
LOFSFi  1 flbgf1 fD‘
FOFSFsig ti
 fD‘
FOFSFD‘
 tig
 flbg
X
k
flkf
OFSF
lk F
OFSF
k ti;
where OF (SF) denotes B0B0 (B0B0 or B0B0), i.e., a state
with the opposite (same) flavor, FOFSFsig , FOFSFD‘
 , and
FOFSFk are PDFs for the OF (SF) signal events, D‘

decays, and other backgrounds, respectively; flbg (l 
1; 6) is an overall background fraction excluding B!
D‘
 in each r region, and 1 flbgfD‘
 corresponds
to a fraction of D‘
 decays. Other background fractions
fOFSFlk , where the relation fOFlk  fSFlk  1 holds, are
obtained from the control samples for the uncorrelated
and fake D backgrounds and from MC events for the
continuum.
The PDFs for the OF and SF signal events are given by
FOFSFsig t 
Z 1
1
POFSFmix t0Rsigtt0dt0;
where
POFSFmix t 
ejtj=B0
4B0
f1 1 2wl cosmdtg:
Here wrong tag fractions wl are also determined simul-
taneously. The PDF for B! D‘
 is given by a sum
of B0 and B components as FOFSFD‘
 t  1
fBFOFSFsig t  fBFOFSFB t, where fB is the B251803-4fraction in the B! D‘
 background. The B !
D‘
 background PDFs FOFSFB t are given by the
following functions convolved with Rsig: POFB 1 wlBP B and P SFB  wlBP B , where P Bt 1 r/f/t; rB0B  r/f//t and wlB is the
wrong tag fraction determined from a B ! D0
sample. Since the fake D background includes a mixing
component, we use a function that has the same form as
the PDF for B! D‘
 with parameters obtained from
the Mdiff sideband events. Other background PDFs do not
distinguish between SF and OF events and are the same as
those used to determine the resolution function.
We perform the fit with 10 free parameters (listed in
Table I) to the t distributions of SF and OF events in the
signal region and the B! D‘
 dominant region de-
fined as 10< cosB;D‘ <1:1. In this way, the back-
ground parameters fB , f/, and 0B are determined
simultaneously. Additional correction factors, r/ and
rB , are introduced only in the signal region to account
for the difference between the two regions. We use MC to
determine r/  0:620:140:12 and rB  1:04 0:02.
The fit result is summarized in Table I. Figure 2 shows
the observed t distributions for the OF and SF events.
Figure 3 shows the corresponding flavor asymmetry,
At  NOFt  NSFt=NOFt  NSFt,
where NOFSF denotes the number of OF (SF) events.
The systematic errors are summarized in Table II. D
branching fractions used in this analysis are based on
theoretical assumptions [9]. We set each branching frac-
tion to unity in the MC (with all others set to zero) and
repeat the analysis; we take the largest variation on the
md result as the systematic error. To account for uncer-
tainties in the tails of the vertex resolution, we measure
md by setting the upper limit on jtj that ranges from 5
to 55 ps. We take the largest difference from the main
result, which is obtained without the jtj upper limit, as a
systematic error. Systematic errors from the background
PDFs are obtained by varying each shape parameter
individually, repeating the fit procedure, and adding251803-4
TABLE II. Summary of the systematic errors (ps1) on the
md measurement.
Source Error (ps1)
D branching fractions 0.007
jtj range 0.007
Background shape 0.006
Resolution function 0.006
B0 lifetime 0.005
Fit bias 0.004
Background fraction 0.003
B! D‘
 fraction 0.002
IP constraint 0.002
B wrong tag fraction <0:001
B shape parameter <0:001
Total 0.015
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FIG. 2. The t distributions for (a) the OF events and (b) the
SF events. The solid lines are the result of the unbinned
maximum-likelihood fit. The dashed lines show the back-
ground distribution.
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study where we obtain background PDFs by two methods:
one from the background control samples and the other
directly from the signal region. The difference between
two md fit results is included in the systematic error. A
fit with the B! D‘
 and B! D‘
 MC events yields
the md value that is consistent with the input value
within 1:7). We conservatively take the difference,
which we attribute to MC statistics, as a systematic un-
certainty. The systematic error due to the IP constraint is
estimated by varying (  10 $m) the smearing used to
account for the B flight length. Other sources of system-
atic errors are obtained by changing each parameter by
1), repeating the fit procedure, and adding each contri-
bution in quadrature. We also perform a md fit in each r
region and find no systematic trend.
In summary, we have measured the B0-B0 mixing
parameter md using B0 ! D‘
 decays in a
29:1 fb1 data sample collected with the Belle detector-0.3
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FIG. 3. The observed time-dependent flavor asymmetry. The
curve is the result of the unbinned maximum-likelihood fit.
251803-5at the KEKB ee collider operating at the 4S reso-
nance. From an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the
t distributions for B pairs with the same and opposite
flavors, we obtain
md  0:494 0:012stat  0:015syst ps1:
The result is one of the most precise measurements per-
formed so far and is consistent with the world average
value of md  0:472 0:017 (ps1) [8] as well as other
recent measurements [10].
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